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Abstract 
Consider a graded poset P with maximal and minimal elements. If every interval of rank 
three in P is a product of chains, and for every interval [.L ~1 of rank at least four, the open 
interval (x, y) is connected, we show that the entire poset is a product of chains. This proves 
a conjecture of Stanley concerning the natural local action of the symmetric group on maximal 
chains in a graded poset. On a product of chains, the natural action is the permutation action 
on the multiset corresponding to the chains. The result implies that if every open interval is 
connected (which holds if the poset is Cohen-Macaulay, for example), the only possible such 
natural action is this multiset action. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
What can be determined about the general nature of a poset given only local infor- 
mation about its structure, such as the properties of small intervals? It turns out that 
quite a lot follows from the structure of the intervals of rank 3 in the poset. Our main 
result is the following. 
Theorem 1. If P is a graded poset of rank at least three with maximal and minimal 
elements, every interval of rank three in P is a product of chains, and ,for eueq 
interval [x, y] of rank at least four, the open interval (x, y) is connected, then P itself‘ 
is a product of chains. 
Stanley [5] first looked at this question by assuming the strongest possible local 
structure, that every interval is a Boolean algebra. He proved the result analogous 
to Theorem 1 in which ‘product of chains’ is replaced by ‘Boolean algebra’, and 
conjectured Theorem 1. 
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Both results are relevant to the natural local action of the symmetric group on 
maximal chains on a poset, in which the generator ej switches two chains which differ 
only at step i; this can be defined for any poset in which every interval of rank 3 is a 
product of chains. On a product of chains, this is the action of the symmetric group on 
the multiset whose elements correspond to the chains with multiplicities equal to the 
ranks of the chains. Theorem 1 thus shows that this is the only possible natural action 
if every open interval is connected, while Stanley’s result covers the specific case in 
which the multiset must actually be a set. 
Theorem 1 and Stanley’s result have motivated further generalizations of both the 
local-structure and group-action interpretations. 
A natural extension of the local-structure form of Theorem 1 is to further relax the 
condition ‘product of chains’, which is already a relaxation of Stanley’s ‘Boolean al- 
gebra’. Farley and Schmidt [l] have studied further relaxations, and have proven using 
lattice theory that Theorem 1 holds when ‘product of chains’ is replaced by ‘distribu- 
tive lattice’, ‘complemented modular lattice’, ‘modular lattice’, or even ‘semimodular 
lattice’, and produced simple counterexamples for general lattices. 
Simion and Stanley [3] have extended the group-action result, and have proved that 
a poset with any transitive local action of the symmetric group (not just the natural 
one) on its maximal chains must be a product of chains. The case of the natural local 
action is a generalization of Theorem 1. 
All notation and definitions for posets are given in [4]. We denote a chain with a 
elements by a. 
2. Local actions 
Stanley [5] defines a natural action of the symmetric group on maximal chains in a 
graded poset P with minimal element d and maximal element i. If a chain contains 
elements ti-l, ti, t;+i at ranks i - 1, i, i + 1 and there is exactly one other element 
tl with tip1 <t:<tl+l, the generator ei takes it to the chain containing ti instead of 
ti; if there is no other element, it leaves the chain unchanged. The action is thus 
local in that the generator e; changes only the ith step of the chain; this definition 
is motivated by the definition of local stationary algebras in [6]. The action is also 
natural because it is defined directly by the local interval on which the generator acts; 
it is also possible to have more general local actions, which act differently on different 
isomorphic intervals [3]. 
If the poset P is a Boolean algebra, this is isomorphic to the action of the symmetric 
group on a set; if P is a product of chains, it is isomorphic to the action of the 
symmetric group on a multiset whose elements correspond to the chains, appearing 
with multiplicity equal to their ranks. On intervals of rank three, these are essentially 
the only cases which satisfy the Coxeter relations which are required for an action of 
the symmetric group. The relations e’ = 1 and eiej = ejei for Ii - jlB 2 are automatic, 
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and it is easy to check that eiei+lei = e,+ieiel+i is satisfied only on orbits which are 
the products of chains 4, 3 x 2, and 2 x 2 x 2. 
Lemma 2 (Stanley [5]). The natural action is an S, action on the poset P if’ and 
only if each orbit of the action on an interval of rank three is a product of chains. 
This can also be stated directly in terms of the poset. 
Corollary 3. The natural action is an SN action tf and only if every interval of rank 
three is obtained by identifying the maximal elements and the minimal elements of a 
disjoint union of products of chains. In a poset P in which, for every interval [x. y] 
of rank three, the open interval (x, y) is connected, the natural action is an S, action 
if and only if every interval of rank three is a product of chains. 
Combining the conditions of this corollary with those of Theorem 1 gives a statement 
of Theorem 1 in terms of the natural action. 
Corollary 4. Let P be a graded poset with maximal and minimal elements and a 
natural local action of the symmetric group. If, for every interval [x, y] of rank at 
least three in P, the open interval (x, y) is connected (this condition holds if P is 
Cohen-Macaulay, for example), then P is a product of chains and the natural action 
is the action of SN on the multisets whose elements correspond to the chains. 
The condition that open intervals are connected can also be stated in terms of the 
group action. In any graded poset in which every open interval of rank at least three is 
connected, any two chains which differ only at ranks i through j - 1 can be connected 
by changing elements of only those ranks, one at a time [2, Lemma 4.11. Thus, using 
the natural local action of & to connect the chains, we see that for all i< j, the 
symmetric group on the numbers i, i + 1,. . ,j has only one orbit for each class of 
chains with fixed elements at all ranks below i and above j - 1. 
This gives a statement of Theorem 1 in terms of the properties of the action alone. 
Corollary 5. If P has a natural local action of the symmetric group S,, and, for 
every x < y with x of rank i and y of rank j, the induced action of the symmetric 
group S+L,, on maximal chains in the interval [x, y] has only one orbit, then P is 
a product of chains and the natural action is the action of S, on the multiset whose 
elements correspond to the chains. 
3. Proof of the theorem 
The proof of the theorem will be by induction on the rank N of P; if all posets 
of rank less than N satisfy the theorem, and P is a poset satisfying the conditions of 
the theorem in which every interval of rank less than N is a product of chains, then 
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P itself is a product of chains. The hypothesis of the theorem provides the base case, 
which is rank 3; we will also make use of the fact that every interval of rank less 
than 3 in such an interval is a product of chains. We need the following definition to 
distinguish the chains which determine the products. 
Definition. A primary chain in P is a chain which is also an interval. 
A product of chains is thus the product of the primary chains which start at 6; let 
this product be at x u2 x . . . x a, with chains of rank (al - l), . . . , (a, - 1). (This is 
unfortunate but standard notation; a chain with a elements has a - 1 links and rank 
a - 1.) If we consider each chain to correspond to the integers from 1 to ai, we may 
denote a point in this product by its coordinates (xi ,...,x,) with l<xi<ai; the order 
relation is that (xi,. . . ,x,) <(yl, . . . , yn) if each x, < yi. 
We need to prove two special cases of the theorem separately, the cases in which 
one primary chain is of rank N - 1 and in which all primary chains are of rank 1. 
Lemma 6. If P is of rank N, satisjies the hypotheses of the theorem, and contains a 
primary chain of rank N - 1, then P is either N x 2 or the chain N + 1. 
We will use this lemma later in the following equivalent form. We call this the 
‘sliding lemma’ because it allows us to slide the longest primary chain up to a chain 
which starts one rank higher, or down one rank lower, as if it were one row in a grid. 
Corollary 7 (Sliding lemma). If bl,. . . , bk is a primary chain in P and bl covers 
ao, then either [ao, bk] is a primary chain, or else there is a disjoint primary chain 
ao, . . . , ak- 1 with the relations between them given by ai < bi for i <j. A similar result 
holds if the ai chain exists and bk covers ak-1. 
Proof. This lemma will be proved by induction on N. It is true for N = 3 by the 
hypotheses of the theorem, so we assume it for posets of rank less than N. 
The primary chain of rank N - 1 must either start at d or end at i; assume it starts n A 
at 0, so it has elements 0 = CO, ci , . . . , cN- 1. By induction, the interval [cl) i] is either a 
chain or (N - 1) x 2. If it is a chain, an element outside the chain cannot be less than 
any ci, since [&c,+r] is a chain; likewise, it cannot be greater than any c, except 6, n A ^ 
since [cl, l] is a chain. Thus the open interval (0,l) contains the chain cl,. . . , c& 1, and 
any other element cannot be connected to this chain; since the interval is connected, 
the whole poset must be a chain. 
If the interval [cl, i] is (N - 1) x 2, let the elements outside the chain [cl, c&i] be 
hh..., bN = i, so that bi+l covers ci. Now we can apply the lemma to the interval 
[d, bN-l] to show that this must also be (N - 1) x 2; the ci and bi are all but one of 
the elements in this interval, so we need one more element bl, which must cover 6 
and be covered by b2. 
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Now we have all the elements we need, and must only show that there are no 
additional relations, and no elements other than these. An extra relation would have to 
be b, dcj for some 0 <i <j <N, but this is not possible because [6, CM~~] is a chain. 
Applying the lemma to [bl, i], we now see that this must be a chain. If it were 
(N - 1) x 2, then there would be another element dZ # ~2 covering bl, and the element 
(2,2) in the product of chains [bl, i] would have to cover both dl and b?. The only 
element covering bl is b3, but [6,63] is the product of chains 3 x 2 containing bz and 
~2, and it thus cannot contain d2 as well. (Note that this fails for N = 3.) 
Any element other than the b, and c, cannot be greater than any 6, or c, (except 6). 
since the elements of [bl, i] and [cl, i] are all known. Likewise, it cannot be less than 
any b, or ci (except i ), since the elements of [6, b, ~ I] and [6, c,y - 11 are all known. 
Thus the set of the b; and c, is a connected component of the open interval (6, i ), so 
there can be no elements outside that interval. This proves the lemma. 0 
The other case which needs a special proof is the following. This lemma is originally 
due to Stanley, but the proof is not included in [5]. 
Lemma 8. If P satisfies the conditions of the theorem and every interval of rctnk 3 
is isomorphic to the Boolean algebra B3, then P is isomorphic to a Boolean ahgebra. 
Proof. Again. we proceed by induction on the rank N of P, assuming the lemma for 
posets of rank less than N. The lemma is true by definition for N = 3. We will describe 
posets which are Boolean algebras as if they were the Boolean algebra of subsets of 
a finite set. 
Let A be an element of P of rank N - 1, so that [6,A] is isomorphic to the Boolean 
algebra on {xi,...,n,v-I}. Since [{XI}, i] is also isomorphic to B,y_,, there must be 
another element of rank N - 1. 
Let C be an element of P of rank N - 1 other than A. If C>,{x,}, then C is of 
rank N - 2 in [{x1}, i], and thus it is greater than or equal to N - 2 of the N - 1 
atoms there. The N - 1 atoms include the N - 2 elements {nl,xl}, , {XI .xv _, }, all 
of which are in [&A]. Thus we have C 3 (xi} for all but one j if C is greater than 
any of the x,. 
Thus every pair of coatoms of P either have at least N - 2 atoms less than both or 
none at all. Since N > 3, if A has N - 2 atoms in common with two coatoms C and 
D, C and D also have atoms in common, and thus N - 2 of them. Thus all coatoms 
which are connected to A by a sequence of coatoms and atoms A = a0 &al <CI, >a3 
must be greater than N - 2 of A’s atoms. Thus there cannot be any coatoms sharing 
no atoms with A, since the open interval (6, i) is connected. 
If the atom {xl} is less than all the coatoms, then there are only N - 1 coatoms, 
so all the atoms are less than all the coatoms. However, {x1,x2} in @,A] of rank 2 
is less than only N - 2 coatoms; let C be the coatom which is not greater than it, 
but is instead greater than some {x1,x2}’ of rank 2 which also covers {XI } and {xz}, 
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This element must also be less than N - 2 coatoms, since the interval [{xi,x2}‘, i] is 
a Boolean algebra. Since N >3, there are at least three coatoms, so there is a third 
coatom D greater than both {x1,x2} and {xI,xz}‘, which is impossible because [&D] 
can contain only one element covering both {xi} and (x2). 
Thus there must be a coatom not greater than {xi }, which must be greater than 
another atom {x~}. The coatom not greater than each of the other {xi} must also 
be greater than {xN}, giving N coatoms; with each of the N atoms less than N - 1 
coatoms, these are all the coatoms greater than any of {xl}, . , {x~}, and thus all 
the coatoms. We can now label the coatoms Ai ,A2 , . . . , AN = A, according to the atom 
which is not less than the given coatom. 
Now we can assemble the other half of the Boolean algebra. The element 
{Xi,,Xi~,...~Xi~,~N} is the element of [{xN}, i] of rank k + 1 which is less than all 
the coatoms except A,, , Ai*,. . . , Ai,, and AN. 
We must check that the relations are satisfied. Since no Ai is greater than the corre- 
sponding {xi}, no element can be greater than {xi} and less than Ai. Since an element 
of rank k must be greater than k atoms and less than N -k coatoms, it must be either 
greater than {xi} or less than Ai for each pair; in particular, it must be greater than 
{.x,v} or less than A N, so it has a unique label as a set. Now, for two elements C 
and D labeled as sets, if C contains some Xi not in D, then C cannot be less than D 
because {xi} < C and D <Ai. Therefore, if D has k <N elements and is thus of rank 
k, the k elements it covers must be its k distinct k - l-element subsets, which means 
that the poset is the Boolean algebra B,, as required. 0 
And now we can deal with the general case of the theorem. We will piece our 
product of chains together from two smaller posets which are known to be products 
of chains, as we did in the sliding lemma. We assume the theorem for posets of rank 
less than N. 
Let ai - 1 be the rank of the longest primary chain in P. If al =2, then every 
interval which is a product of chains must be a Boolean algebra, so we know that 
P must be a Boolean algebra; thus we may assume al 23. Also, the sliding lemma 
covers the cases in which al = N or al = N + 1, so we may assume al <N. 
By the sliding lemma, if c covers b and b is the top of a primary chain of rank 
ai - 1, so is c. Thus we apply the sliding lemma repeatedly to get a primary chain 
of rank ai - 1 which is bl, bz,. . , b,, = i. Since bl has rank less than N, [6, bl] is a 
product of chains a2 x . . . x a,,. 
We know that bl covers n - 1 elements, and is covered by only bz. Thus, in the 
product of chains [6, b,, _ I], either the element bl is a corner (viewing the product of 
chains as a grid) or the primary chain from bl to b,, -1 is extended to some element 
bo as a primary chain. If such an extension existed, the interval [bo, i] would be of 
rank ai <N, so the sliding lemma would apply to it. Since it cannot be a chain of rank 
Q,, it must be a product of chains a1 x 2. But for ai >2, the only two primary chains 
of rank al - 1 in such a product are disjoint, while here they would both contain bl. 
Thus bl is a corner, and thus [6, b,, - i] is the product of the primary chain going up 
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from 61 and the n - 1 primary chains going down. This is (at - 1) x 1~2 x x a,,, 
and its elements can be labeled in the usual notation for such a product. 
Now look at the product of chains [(2,1,1,. . . , l), i]. We know that bz is in this 
interval, and it is covered only by b3 (which might be i), so either it is a comer or 
the primary chain [bz, i] can be extended down to some cl covered by bl, But if bl 
covered another element cl with [cl, i] a primary chain, then, since [d, bl] is a product 
of chains, there would be a CO covered by both bl and cl. As above, this is forbidden 
by the sliding lemma applied to [CO, i], because there would be two primary chains 
[bl, l] and [cl, l] of rank al - 1 which are not disjoint. Thus bz is a corner in this 
product of chains, which is thus also (at - 1) x a2 x x a,,. 
The interval [(2,1, l,..., l),b,,-1 =( al - l,~,...,u,~)] (it is an interval since al 33) 
is common to both products above, and the relations in this interval are known. We can 
thus add the elements which are in [(2, 1, 1,. . . , l), i] but not [a, b,,-I] to our notation 
in the obvious way, as (al ,~2,~3,. ,x,,) for the element which covers (ai - 1 ..Y?, . ..Y,, ). 
This gives all the desired relations. 
We must now check that there are no extraneous relations, and no elements other 
than the ones we have already labeled. Consider an interval [6, (xi ,x2.. .x,,)] other 
than [6, j]. It contains primary chains of rank x1 - 1.~2 - 1,. ,x,( - 1 starting from 6 
(some possibly of rank 0), so it is the product of these chains. All of the elements in 
this product are known, so no element can be less than (x~,x?, .,.x,,) other than the 
(J~,.JJ~.. .,JJ,,) with y; <xi. This means that there are no extraneous relations among 
the labeled elements, and no unlabeled element can be less than any (xl ,x?. ..u,,) 
other than j; likewise, no unlabeled element can be greater than any (x~,.Y?, . ..r,,) 
other than 6. Thus the set of all labeled elements is a connected component of the 
open interval (6, i), so there can be no elements outside that interval. This proves 
the theorem, because we now have a presentation of our poset P as the set of all 
(.YI,x~ ,...,_ Y,,) with l<~i<~~i. q 
4. Possible generalizations 
It is natural to ask what happens if the poset is not subject to the restriction that every 
open interval of rank at least four is connected. Trivial exceptions to the conclusion 
now become possible, such as two chains joined at the top and bottom. 
As a somewhat less trivial example, consider the poset P obtained from the product 
5 x 5 by identifying the comer elements (1,5) and (5,l). This P contains intervals 
of rank four which are not a product of chains, such as [( 1, l), (1,5) = (5, l)], which 
consists of two chains joined at the top and bottom. The natural local action of S\ 
has two trivial orbits on chains which go from (1. 1) to (1.5) and then from (5.1) to 
(5,5) or vice versa, as well as the action on the product of two chains. This last orbit 
covers the whole poset P even though P is not a product of chains. 
We conjecture that the S, action remains as simple as in the original theorem. 
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Conjecture 9. In any poset P with the natural action of the symmetric group on its 
maximal chains, if every interval of rank three is a product of chains, then each orbit 
of the action is isomorphic to the action of & on a product of chains. 
Using different methods, Simion and Stanley [3] have proved the following result; 
this does not imply the above conjecture, but it does imply a weaker form. 
Theorem 10. In any poset P with any local action of the symmetric group on its 
maximal chains, if the action has only one orbit, then P is a product qf chains. 
The conjectures could likewise be restated in terms of other local conditions; what 
can be said about a poset knowing only that every interval of rank less than k is a 
product of chains, or a distributive lattice, etc.? 
Note added in proof. Conjecture g is implicitly proved in [3] and has been explicitly 
proved by P. Hersh [in preparation]. 
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